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Notice
This document is a proprietary product of GoScan and is protected by copyright laws and international treaty.
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GoScan® is a registered trademark of GoScan, Inc.
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Abstract

G

oScan® users require a fast, accurate, and easy way to index documents into an electronic
document repository such as SharePoint or other similar systems. Users typically have diverse
needs for capturing and filing their documents.

•

•

Automatic indexing
o Scan paper with barcodes
o Scan with barcode coversheets
Manual indexing
o Scan with electronic coversheets
o File existing electronic documents with an electronic coversheet

The goal for users and IT professionals is to make indexing fast, accurate, and easy. Fast generally
means automatic indexing or manually keying only a few fields. Accurate is assumed with automatic
indexing and barcodes but indexing via manual data entry can introduce errors unless well planned.
Indexing must be easy enough for users of differing computer skills to use every day to index various
documents. From a user perspective, indexing has to take place in as few steps as possible. For
example, key in one field and hit the tab key. The other index fields are automatically populated. Then
hit scan and verify that the scanned image matches the data on the screen. Then hit save. In just a few
seconds, the user can scan and index a stack of documents.
One of the ways to improve indexing operations in all the above cases is to utilize known data. In other
words, a lookup. For example, if you know a person’s social security number, you can access a database
where you can retrieve their name. This gives you more data about the document than you started
with, ensures accuracy by checking against a live database and reduces the number of barcodes
required on a document or reduces the number of fields a user has to key in.
GoScan provides sophisticated lookup capability that gives the IT professional the tools to ensure
accuracy but makes it fast and easy for users to do their jobs.
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Lookup Features
The following is a list of the technical lookup features important to the IT professional in GoScan®:
9 A robust look‐up grid that:
o Allows the user to easily search through thousands of records.
o Visually gives the user immediate feedback by pairing down the list when searching.
o Supports large and growing databases.
o Delineates data that contains multiple occurrences of any given field data (e.g. first
names that match “Jose” or last names that who are “Smith”).
o Dynamically reads the underlying database schema and is not fixed to any specific set of
fields to provide flexibility as needs change.
9 A powerful Look‐Up Definition Screen:
o An “exclusive” look‐up that instructs the application to query for data independent of
any other look‐up defined.
o Operates autonomously of all other look‐up and does not populate nor overwrite other
data previously queried.
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UseCa
ase Scenarrio

T

he goal of looku
ups with GoSccan is to makee it simple forr the end‐useer to define lo
ook‐up fields that
t
pop
pulate data values
v
in the main
m user inteerface. Thesee data values may be used
d as a base to
perrform sub‐loo
okups that will populate otther fields thaat are interreelated. This feeature makess it
convenien
nt for the end
d‐user to searrch throughou
ut a large dattabase only having to know
w subsets of data
d
which form their criterria. Fields of data may also
o be autonom
mous or unrellated to other fields within
n the
ntered a detaiiled search sccreen is provided
collective. As more occcurrences of common datta are encoun
so the useer may quickly traverse thee database in
n search for th
he person theey’re looking for.
For more details on the sub‐functio
ons which com
mprise this usse‐case pleasee refer to the subsequent
o this document for more details. A glo
ossary is provvided in Appeendix – A: Glo
ossary for
sections of
definition
ns of common
nly used terms used herein
n.
A typical use‐case
u
scen
nario is to guide the user’ss workflow co
onsists of:

Define Look‐
up Field
ds

Main Useer
Interfacce

Detailed
d
Search

SCAN

•Assign lo
ook‐up type to required field(s)

•Perform basic look‐up to each key fieeld(s)
•Perform custom search
h look‐up to fieeld(s) that is more
m
complex
•Perform exclusive searrch look‐up to field(s) autono
omous of other field(s)
•User pre
esses F2 key to perform a dettailed search of
o field(s).
•Easily vie
ew and select a record that may
m contain multiple occuren
nces of a comm
mon name.
•Select th
he record and data
d
is transfered back to maain user interfaace.

•User inse
erts paper into
o scanner and presses
p
the greeen SCAN buttton, or:
•User sele
ects an electro
onic image locaated on the loccal disk or map
pped network drive
d
and
then savves their work.
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Coversheet Setup and Definitions
The GoScan® coversheet setup screen allows the IT professional or power user to specify fields that will
be derived from a database, data entry or barcodes. GoScan® is very flexible because it can dynamically
populate the grid on the main user interface with the field names defined on this screen. Additionally,
GoScan® can reference the specific fields that are defined as look‐up enabled and aggregate the data of
each field into the main screen without knowledge or dependence on any field names within this set of
data.

Figure 1 ‐ Coversheet Setup
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LookUp Definition

I

f the record is selected GoScan® will present the user the opportunity to define the source of data
for each look‐up item. Each individual item that is looked‐up has within their context a database
server and associated table, field, and primary key. It is this relationship that renders the ability to
have completely discrete data sources that exist anywhere in the user environment.

Figure 2 ‐ Look‐Up Definition Screen
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Main LookUp Grid

T

he main look‐up grid is where users can enter and lookup data to produce a full set of metadata
for storing the images.

Figure 3 ‐ Look‐Up Main Interface

If the user needs to search for a field value that has multiple occurrences (e.g. a member whose first
name is Steve or located in the city of Anaheim) a new screen appears, as illustrated in Figure 4 –
Detailed Search Screen (F2) which can be utilized to view all records meeting certain criteria. This
screen is invoked by selecting the F2 function key or clicking on the Detailed Search command button.
GoScan® offers a number of features central to robust lookups:
9 Database schema detection populates grid dynamically at runtime.
9 Dynamically built selection sets of SQL statements aggregate datum by detecting data elements
from same sources (e.g. relating data elements at runtime and synchronizing record‐set results).
9 Connecting data selected by the user passed back to the main UI container.
9 Awareness of fields and their attributes – deducing what is inclusive and autonomous data.
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Example Grid with Search Capability
n order to view and delineate the data of multiple records representing member’s with same first
names, for example, a horizontal view of the record‐set enables one to visually preview the data
quickly. All fields are searchable and the user may type information into any search‐column as
depicted in row one of the search grid. Once the correct record is identified the user simply selects the
record by clicking on any column of the particular row. If the user clicks on the OK command button
program execution is transferred back to the main UI; otherwise, if the CANCEL command button is
selected the search is aborted.

I

Users may traverse thousands of records at any given moment so it is critical to not introduce redundant
network traffic. GoScan® packetizes the network request before broadcasting its request to the
database server, issues the call, and then disconnects to conserve memory and connection resources.
GoScan® provides the user a way to key in a search string, or portion thereof, and visually pair down the
records presented in the grid as each keystroke is introduced – this feedback will give the user
immediate results when performing their detailed search.
GoScan® is architected with an optimized network packet and established algorithms1 database
containing 290,000 records transmitting over a 100mbit/s switched Ethernet segment which is loaded
into transient memory in less than 2 seconds, disconnects its connection, and traversed in sub‐second
time2.
Additional features:
9 An optimized load routine that invokes ADO.NET in a disconnected fashion in order to minimize
connection time on the data source.
9 A pre‐allocated portion of memory to store a container object for quick manipulation.
9 A method capable of taking any column in the grid and search for substrings within the entire
column’s data.
9 Visually presents the data as it is sub‐searched (e.g. pared down) into its smaller aggregate
group.

1

Dr. Donald E. Knuth. The Art of Computer Programming Volume 3: Sorting and Searching. Menlo Park, California:
Addison‐Wesley Publishing Company, 1973.
2
Paul Smietan and Pradeesh Gupta. Microsoft WebCast: ADO.NET Optimizations and Futures. Redmond,
Washington: Microsoft Internal Discussions, 2002.
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As depicted in this figure multiple members named “Steve” are pared down by typing the value “Steve”
in the first row of the grid which is used to search on any of the fields presented. The user may select
any row in the grid as their choice of “Steve” as a member.
Once the screen is closed the data will be transferred to the main user interface at runtime.

Figure 4 – Detailed Search Screen (F2)
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Exclusive LookUp Attribute

A

n exclusive look‐up is comprised of the following functions:



Queries a database for a specific set of data.
Populated its own field and does not overwrite the data of others.

GoScan® offers:
9 A checkbox control to act as a flag for this attribute.
9 Flag‐checks in the main user interface to alert the user of other fields that are look‐up types.

Figure 5 ‐ Exclusive Look‐Up Attribute
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External Search
This type of search plays an important role in the look‐up strategy where a specific field may execute a
SQL command that aggregates a value from multiple tables or performs a complex calculation related to
this field.
GoScan® is capable of:
9 Detecting SQL injections.
9 Preventing errant DROP commands that would delete tables of data.
9 Checking the security level of SQL users and authenticating against the database server.
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Appendix – A: Glossary
Look‐Up: The ability to query a database for a given data element. Look‐up items are composed of
scalar items such as first‐name, city, or membership ID. Once an item is looked‐up the resultant is used
to populate other look‐up fields to ease the burden of field population.
Custom Search: A custom search is a user‐defined database query that uses the SQL notation to gather
data. The level of complexity is completely open to the design of the creator – it is recommended that
this query be developed using a T‐SQL based tool (e.g. SQL Management Studio, ISQL.EXE or
SQLCMD.EXE) and debugged prior to pasting the command into the textbox.
Exclusive Search: If a search is flagged to be exclusive its resultant will not have an effect on the other
fields that are defined as look‐up queries. This exclusivity provides a specific field(s) to have complete
autonomy from other fields, will not be written upon or write upon others, and in effect will be “read‐
only” to all other fields.
Detailed Search: Invoked by pressing the F2 function key, this screen will allow the user to traverse an
entire record set of the database and search for the record that reflects the member most accurately.

